Weeks 17–20

**Work area Building 10**
- Installation of facade
- Roof work
- Ground work
- Interior additions to the framework
- Disassembly of crane week 19

**Work area Building 9**
- Inspections, tests and various additional work ongoing inside.
- Ground work, preparations for asphalting.
- Exterior laying of paving stones.

**Work area Building 5 Recycling**
- Installations, outer surface on new recycling building, see marking on interior construction site layout plan.
- Sawing for and assembly of new door section in facade on Monday 27 April.
- Flooring installed Wednesday–Thursday 29–30 April. This can result in odours but no extra measures are required.

**Work area Building 1(Existing Ångström)**
- New joist work in the old entrance between Building 10 and Building 1, floor 1.
- Expansion of work area by Building 2’s gable impacts access to Ångström’s temporary entrance. See the construction site layout plan.
- Surfacing by Building 4’s gable for new location of temporary bicycle parking.

**Disturbances**
- Ground packing prior to asphalting and laying paving stones can cause disturbances. Noise.
- Noise from demolition work at Building 5 K1, for shorter periods and primarily locally in Building 5 on the floor above K1.
- Sawing door hole K1 Building 5 on Monday 27 April.
- Corridor Building 5k1 closed.
- Noise from work in Building 1’s old entrance.
- Pick up ear plugs in the library if the noise disturbs you.
- Very heave traffic during disassembly of the crane.

**Closures, provisional arrangements**
- According to the attached general plan.

**Noticeable upcoming work (preliminary start times)**
- Work with commissioning buildings.
- Change of windows in rooms closest to the link to Building 10, tentatively planned to start on 18 May 2020.
- Start for rebuilding of the goods reception week 21.